
上海人民美术出版社
Shanghai People's Fine Arts Publishing House

《仰潼观止——程十髪国画册页精品》
Tong, The Peak of Perfection - Cheng Shifa's 
Elaborate Album of Traditional Chinese Paintings
Author ：Wang Dawen         
ISBN： 978-7-5586-1292-3

Cheng Shifa's Elaborate Album of Traditional Chinese Paintings is 
painted by Shanghai painter Cheng Shifa after 1976. It is painted 
during his most productive period, hidden for 40 years, and publicly 
published for the first time. This album consists of landscapes, figures, 
flowers &birds and Song Poems. In addition, its general preface and 
postscript are bound into a separate book. It had been treasured by 
Wang Dawen, Cheng's student, for the last four decades and never 
been published. In that, it is of  great significance to publish this 
album.

Contact: Kang Hua
Email: bannerkang@aliyun.com

少年儿童出版社
Juvenile & Children's Publishing

《汉字与中国》
China Made by Characters
Author ： Tian Shezhi         
ISBN：978-7-5589-0497-4

China Made by Characters is a collection for young readers of 
essays on culture. The collection consists of Characters and Solar 
Terms, Characters and the Analects of Confucius, Characters and 
Legends, Characters and Life, and Characters and Zhuangzi. Chinese 
characters, as one of the greatest creations of the nation, is not only 
a tool of expression, but also a passport to ancient wisdom. Since 
Chinese characters are part of Chinese children's daily life, it narrows 
the distance between young readers and the texts to begin with the 
characters that they are most familiar with. 

Contact: Catherine Wang
Email: wangcatherine901@163.com

上海音乐出版社
Shanghai Music Publishing House

《中国小提琴作品百年经典》
A Century of Violin Works By Chinese Composers
Author ：Ding Zhinuo        
ISBN： 978-7-5523-1706-0

 It demonstrates the development of Chinese violin music 
compositions in the last century according to chronological form 
for the first time. A Century of Violin Works By Chinese Composers 
are divided into six periods, and there is another concerto volume. 
The series comprehensively displays the history and development 
of Chinese violin music style in the last century according 
to the outline of historical period, the detail of composer and 
composition style, combing the score, the musician, the story and 
the tone as a whole. 

Contact: Hu Xin
Email: huxin@smph.cn

上海科学技术出版社
Shanghai Scientific & Technical Publishers

《高速气动控制理论和应用技术》
High Speed Pneumatic Theory and Technology
Author ： Yin Yaobao            
ISBN：978-7-5478-2068-1

This book covers the author's research achievements and the 
latest advances in high-speed pneumatic control theory and applied 
technologies. It presents the basic theory and highlights pioneering 

C H I N A   P U B L I S H I N G  &  M E D I A  J O U R N A L

technologies resulting from research and development efforts 
in aerospace, aviation and other major equipment, including: 
pneumatic servo control theory, pneumatic nonlinear mechanisms, 
aerothermodynamics, pneumatic servo mechanisms, and high-speed 
pneumatic control theory.

Contact: Mao Qiaoer
Email: maoqe@sstp.cn

上海古籍出版社
Shanghai Chinese Classics Publishing House

《到长安去——汉朝简牍故事集》
Going to Changan: Stories from the Bamboo 
Slips in Han Dynasty
Author ： Zuo Qiumeng     
ISBN：978-7-5325-8905-0

The book told eight stories from unearthed bamboo and silk 
documents which are about small potatoes of Han Dynasty. These 
stories cover the thoughts, official system, military system, basic 
necessities of life, folk beliefs and many other aspects at that time. 
Following the stories are several popular articles, which combine 
unearthed cultural relics and documents to explain the social life 
and material culture of Han Dynasty in more detail and restore the 
details of the specific scenes of the life at that time.

Contact: Zhu Mengdan
Email: guji2@guji.com.cn

上海教育出版社
Shanghai Educational Publishing House

“脑与人工智能：一位德国工程师与一位中国科学家之
间的对话”
The Brain and AI：Correspondence between a 
German Engineer and a Chinese Scientist
Author ： Karl Schlagenhauf ，Gu Fanji  
ISBN：978-7-5444-9020-7,etc.

Brain Research, a New Continent to be Explored Armed 
with powerful AI weapons, engineers are trying to challenge 
the new world of human brain. Will this be the dawn of a new 
era, or a dream of just talking to themselves? Who can laugh 
at last? Now some people think that artificial intelligence in 
the future, like the human brain, will have the characteristics 
of consciousness and thinking, and become the "container" of 
human intelligence. 

Contact: Wen Lan
Email: wenlan@seph.com.cn

上海书画出版社
Shanghai Fine Arts Publisher

《书于竹帛：中国简帛文化》
Writing on the Bamboos and the Silks 
Author：the history of the Chinese Academy of Cultural Heritage (CACH) 
& Shandong Museum
ISBN： 978-7-5479-1621-6

Writing on the Bamboos and the Silks includes 8 chapters, 
presenting the production process of writing bamboos, and the 
different culture documents such as ancient legal provision, social 
life report, education system, culture and military affair, and the 
development of calligraphy before the paper was invented. Large 
numbers of the document in this book are brought to the public for 
the first time since excavated. Writing on the Bamboos and the Silks 
is the first time to compile and publish the newly excavated writing 
bamboos and silks conveying high definition plates and academic 
narration.

Contact: Wu Di
Email: 331983901@qq.com 
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